


EXPANSE TILE 5T219 + BEYOND TILE 5T218 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  installed monolithic

off the grid

The need to connect, to reflect, to simply stand still 

and be in the moment is ever more compelling. As 

our schedules leave little time for reflection, and 

our digital lives remove us from our senses, we 

yearn for the calming power of a soft surface, the 

visual harmony found in nature and for physical 

connection. Off the grid is a deeply textural 

collection, of undulating patterns that mirror the 

natural world, contour lines that dip and yield, 

boundaries that blur the edges, abstract forms, 

forging deeper connections to the world around us.

COVER  |   EXPANSE TILE 5T219 + SEEK TILE 5T216 + DISCOVER TILE 5T217 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  for installation visit shawcontract.com



BEYOND TILE 5T218 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  installed staggered

“Part of our design process was to explore 

places that take you mentally and physically 

off the grid. We wanted to connect with all 

of our senses to discover things you might 

not notice otherwise.”  

REESIE DUNCAN / VP OF GLOBAL DESIGN



EXPANSE TILE 5T219 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  installed staggered

“Our travels allowed us the mental space 

to absorb and explore different ideas and 

move through these natural landscapes in 

a very unplanned and spontaneous way.”  

LINSAY BITTINGER / DESIGNER



DISCOVER TILE 5T217 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  installed staggered

“This is a collection that can be used 

in diverse ways – some styles evoke a 

peaceful, quiet nature. Playing with scale, 

you can create different pathways, or 

spaces to collaborate or sit alone and 

recollect your thoughts.”  

ASHLEY OLSON / SENIOR DESIGNER



SEEK TILE 5T216 in ridge 15580
12 x 48 in  |  31 x 122 cm  |  installed staggered

“To really be off the grid, we needed  

to connect with all of our senses, it’s 

about being present and alert to all the 

possibilities contained in that moment.”  

MARIA SCOTT / DESIGN DIRECTOR



BEYOND 5A243 in ridge 15580 ESCAPE 5A242 in ridge 15580



DEEP FOREST FIELD CF39487 custom broadloom 
Available with a minimum yardage. Contact your sales representative for more details.

off the grid custom broadloom by Shaw Hospitality 

offers intense depth and texture to your space. 

Pause for reflection and embrace your surroundings.

shawhospitality.com




